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MINI Design models.  

MINI HATCH.  

mini CONVERTIBLE.  

mini clubman. 

YOUR MINI HATCH, MINI CONVERTIBLE 

AND MINI CLUBMAN IN DETAIL. 

Models. 

Colours and wheels. 

Exterior and interior. 

Technology and equipment. Entertainment and communications. 

MINI equipment packages and MINI Yours customisation programme. 

MINI Sport Pack. 

John Cooper Works Tuning. Genuine MINI Accessories. 

Concept and safety. MINI Data. 

MINI Service. 

MINI Financial Services. Warranty. Recycling. 

MINI standard and optional equipment. 

This link will take you straight to the 

online MINI Configurator
MINI.CO.UK / CONFIGURATOR



THE SAME ALARM CLOCK. THE SAME CUP 

OF COFFEE. THE SAME ROUTE TO WORK. 

THE SAME DULL ROUTINE – DAY IN, DAY 

OUT. WHY SETTLE FOR TEDIUM? DO 

SOMETHING OUT OF THE ORDINARY. 

STEP INTO A MINI AND ESCAPE THE 

MUNDANE. HEAD FOR A WORLD THAT 

HAS CAPTIVATED GENERATIONS. A WORLD 

OF LIMITLESS INDIVIDUALITY. THE WORLD 

OF MINI. A WORLD WHERE ANYTHING 

CAN HAPPEN. EXCEPT BOREDOM.

NOT
NOR
MAL
www.MINI.com/notnormal



MINI SPECIAL EDITION 

MODELS.



MINI DESIGN MODELS.

MINI Convertible Highgate.

The MINI Convertible Highgate features 

a leather-covered armrest with Alumini-

um double stitching.

Welcome to London. Reflecting the flair and elegance of the British 

capital, the MINI design models are characterised by their distinctive 

styling. The bold MINI Convertible Highgate and luxurious MINI Clubman 

Bond Street offer eye-catching light-alloy wheels, select colours, high-

quality leather and unique designs that are quintessentially British.

The MINI Convertible Highgate, for example, is available in an Iced 

Choc olate metallic exterior, paired with a soft-top in Silvertouched 

Brown, for a unique look. These tones are then stylishly set off by 

Dark Truffle bonnet stripes and a Dark Truffle interior.

MADE FOR THE ASPHALT 

CATWALK: THE MINI 

DESIGN MODELS.

MINI Convertible Highgate interior. The interior trim is finished in Suntouched Brushed aluminium, and the seats are covered in 

Dark Truffle Lounge leather as standard. The Colour Line in Dark Truffle complements these details perfectly, as does the leather-

upholstered dashboard also available on request.

MINI clubman Bond Street.

The armrests in the MINI Clubman Bond 

Street are also covered in leather and 

feature double stitching in Deep 

Champagne.

The new MINI Clubman Bond Street 

epitomises sophistication. It offers a refined 

combination of Midnight Black metallic and 

Cool Champagne metallic on the roof and 

exterior mirror caps, and this lighter tone is 

also found on the exclusive light-alloy wheels. 

The interior is a place of luxury, dominated 

by the use of Black leather, with piping and 

stitching in Deep Champagne. As such, it is 

more than worthy of the name of one of the 

world’s most exclusive shopping destinations.

MINI Clubman Bond Street interior. The leather-upholstered dashboard is in keeping with the vehicle’s premium styling. Leath-

er is also used for the seats and the Colour Line in Carbon Black with piping and contrast stitching in Deep Champagne.



MINI DESIGN MODELS.

MINI Baker Street.

Gearshift and handbrake gaiters with 

Grey contrast stitching

Cross Check Rooftop Grey Light

cloth/leather seats

Cross Check Rooftop Grey Light interior 

trim with matching Colour Line

MINI Baker Street side scuttles

mini baker street. 

MINI bayswater.

MINI Bayswater.

MINI Bayswater exterior mirror capsMINI Bayswater side scuttles Rocklike Anthracite Punch leather 

seat with contrast stitching in Brown 

and Blue

Interior trim in Piano Black Bayswater

As modern as it is stylish, London sets trends around the world and is characterised by its unique lifestyle. The MINI Special Edition models capture this spirit perfectly 

and are right at home in the city. They are similarly fashion-forward, with their unique exterior colours and a range of stylish details. The trendy MINI Baker Street in 

both One and Cooper versions is a particularly snappy dresser, with cloth/leather seats in the Cross Check design, matching interior trim and the exclusive Rooftop Grey 

metallic exterior colour. The sports-focused MINI Bayswater is available as a Cooper or Cooper S, and comes as standard with -inch light-alloy wheels, Punch leather 

seats, a stylish Kite Blue metallic exterior colour and much more. And for a special twist, the MINI Bayswater can be fitted with a leather-upholstered dashboard in Carbon 

Black. Simply perfect!
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MINI Bayswater interior



MINI Green Park PACK. 

MINI hyde park PACK.

Two exclusive packs with one key quality in common: a striking bravura that springs from a choice assortment of design 

elements. Particularly noteworthy in both cases are the contrast roofs with matching exterior mirror caps and the exclusively 

styled bonnet stripes and side stripes.

ALMOST TOO CLASSY TO PARK.

MINI Hyde Park Pack interior

EXTERIOR COLOUR.

Pepper White non-metallic British Racing Green metallic Cool Champagne metallic

ROOF COLOUR.

Classic, elegant and eye-catching, the interiors will make you feel like heading straight for the nearest green space. The 

Pepper White colour used for the exterior reappears on the high-quality interior trim, creating a very special ambience – 

just one of many reasons why these two packs are sure to leave a lasting impression.
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Illustration shows optional equipment.



MINI HATCH.

MINI Convertible.

MINI CLUBMAN.



THERE ARE ONLY

24 HOURS IN A DAY. 

USE THEM WISELY.

There are plenty of good reasons for finishing work 
promptly – taking a quick spin around town, for one. 
If you’re in a MINI, you won’t just be treating yourself 
to an exhilarating driving experience – you’ll be 
brightening up the streets too.

 MINI.

16
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Built for

pole position.

Follow in the footsteps of John Cooper. The MINI John Cooper 
Works engine delivers a formidable  kilowatts /  horse-
power in order to provide maximum performance on the track. 
On the streets, the optional contrast roof in exclusive Chili Red 
shows the MINI John Cooper Works is all about enjoyment, too. 
The vehicle combines go-kart handling with a top speed of 
 mph, while its large-size disc brakes rapidly bring the 
vehicle to a halt – perfect for pit stops.

Interested? For more information on the John Cooper Works models, 
see the latest John Cooper Works brochure.

  Details of fuel consumption and CO

 emissions for all models, as required under EU law, 

can be found in the Technical Data section on page .



ENJOYING THE MINI Convertible: 

THE SKY’S THE LIMIT.

MINI CONVERTIBLE.

You can’t measure pleasure, so they say. The MINI Convertible proves otherwise. Its Openometer clocks up 

every hour driven with the soft-top open, while you can tot up the hours spent with a smile on your face. 

And make no mistake, there’ll be plenty of them – even if you leave the roof closed every now and then.

20
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Joy in your heart, 
wind in your hair.

The MINI John Cooper Works Convertible provides plenty of thrills, top up 
or top down, on the track or on the high street. With -inch light-alloy 
wheels fitted as standard, along with optional leather upholstery and 
Chili Red contrast stitching, the vehicle is a feast for the eyes. It’s also 
got plenty for the ears too – pushing the Sport button makes the steering 
and acceleration more responsive and the engine sound even throatier. 
And best of all, when the top is down, you can enjoy the vehicle’s roar in 
all its glory.

Interested? To find out more about the MINI John Cooper Works models, 
see the latest MINI John Cooper Works catalogue.
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A CITY LIKE NO 

OTHER CALLS FOR A 

CAR LIKE NO OTHER.

MINI CLUBMAN.

Today’s modern metropolis is a cultural melting pot, 
brimming over with new movements and fresh inspi-
ration. And right in the thick of it is the MINI Clubman. 
Your perfect guide to urban life, it gives you all the 
scope you need to express your individuality. In 
short, it is the perfect car-about-town.



Interested? To find out more about the MINI John Cooper Works, 
see the latest MINI John Cooper Works Brochure.

Get even more out of (and 
into) your John Cooper 
Works, with 930 litres of 
luggage space.*

The MINI John Cooper Works Clubman pretty much has it all. Whether packing 
in piles of luggage, handling tight corners, or accelerating from  to  mph in 
just . seconds, it tackles tough challenges with ease. The vehicle also provides 
plenty of room for passengers in the back, no matter where you’re off to – or 
how fast.

* Maximum luggage capacity with rear seats folded down.



YOUR MINI hatch, 
MINI CONVERTIBLE 
AND MINI CLUBMAN 
IN DETAIL.



A GOOD FEELING HAS NEVER FELT BETTER.

Choosing your perfect MINI is no easy task. But it couldn’t be more enjoyable. 

Read on for an overview of all the various options available.

Models.

Please check online for the full range of 

optional extras.

MINI.CO.UK / CONFIGURATOR

MINI Hatch.

Whether you choose the MINI First/One/D, MINI 

Cooper/D or MINI Cooper S/SD, with the MINI, 

stylish looks are guaranteed. All MINI models 

share the same distinctive LED rear lights. The 

MINI First/One/D includes characteristic design 

details such as Black fins in the radiator grille. On 

the MINI Cooper/D, the roof and exterior mirror 

caps come in a choice of black or white in addition 

to the standard body-colour finish. The MINI 

Cooper S/SD features a hexagon-mesh radiator 

grille and decorative air intakes in the bonnet 

and lower radiator grille.

MINI FIRST. MINI ONE.

MINI ONE D.

The MINI First, MINI One and MINI One D come 

with a roof in body colour, plus exterior mirror 

caps in matt black.

MINI Cooper. 

MINI Cooper D.

The Cooper models feature chrome plating on 

the radiator grille slats, tailpipe and tailgate 

handle, and offer the option of a contrast roof.

MINI Cooper S.

MINI Cooper SD.

The exceptional performance of the MINI 

Cooper S/SD is underlined by its rear spoiler and 

apron, and by its chrome-plated double-pipe 

exhaust system in a special Cooper S design. The 

fuel cap and side scuttles are made of chrome. 

The side direction indicator lights are white, and 

there are also two separate rear fog lights.



Models.

MINI CONVERTIBLE.

The MINI Convertible is packed with eye-catching 

details in all its variants, from MINI One Convertible 

to MINI Cooper/D Convertible and MINI Cooper S/SD 

Convertible. The MINI One Convertible has a soft-

top in black, exterior mirror caps in matt black, 

a roll-over bar in Piano Black and a central rear fog 

light. The MINI Cooper/D Convertible features 

chrome-plated radiator slats, tailpipe and tailgate 

handle, while the soft-top is also available in an 

additional colour: Denim Blue with Silver effect. 

The MINI Cooper S/SD Convertible, meanwhile, has 

a highly dynamic look, with liberal use of chrome 

in the radiator, side scuttles, double-pipe exhaust 

system and roll-over bar. There is also a hexagon 

mesh radiator grille, white side direction indicator 

lights, and a striking rear apron with fog lights at 

either side, plus decorative air intakes in the bonnet 

and lower bumper grille. All MINI Convertible 

models feature stylish LED rear lights.

MINI One CONVERTIBLE.

Attention-grabbing: the MINI One Convertible, with 

a black soft-top and matt black exterior mirror caps. 

Its black tailgate handle and central rear fog light 

make it instantly recognisable.

MINI Cooper CONVERTIBLE.

MINI cooper D CONVERTIBLE.

Glittering prospects: the MINI Cooper/D Convertible 

offers chrome plating on the radiator slats, tailpipe 

and tailgate handle. All MINI Convertible models 

also feature stylish LED rear lights.

MINI cooper S CONVERTIBLE.

MINI cooper SD CONVERTIBLE.

Extra-sporty: the MINI Cooper S/SD Convertible 

with chrome-plated radiator, side scuttles, 

double-pipe exhaust system and roll-over bar. 

Not forgetting the eye-catching air intakes in the 

bonnet and radiator grille, and the white side 

direction in dicator lights.

MINI clubman.

Available as the MINI One/D Clubman, MINI 

Cooper/D Clubman and MINI Cooper S/SD Clubman, 

all of which feature LED rear lights and the large 

Clubdoor. On the MINI One/D Clubman, the fins in 

the radiator grille are in black, the roof and rear 

spoiler are in body colour, and the exterior mirrors 

are in matt black. The C-pillars come in a choice 

of black or silver, with a body-colour option also 

available in conjunction with selected paint 

colours. On the MINI Cooper/D Clubman and MINI 

Cooper S/SD Clubman, the roof and exterior mirror 

caps come as standard in either black or silver, 

matching the C-pillars. The MINI Cooper/D Clubman 

also features a chrome-plated exhaust tailpipe 

and chrome-plated radiator grille slats. The MINI 

Cooper S/SD Clubman, meanwhile, oozes power 

from every angle, with its hexagon-mesh radi ator 

grille, and decorative air intakes in the bonnet and 

lower bumper grille. 

MINI ONE CLUBMAN.

MINI one D Clubman.

On the MINI One/D Clubman, the roof and rear 

spoiler come in body colour and the exterior 

mirror caps in matt black, while the fins in the 

radiator grille are in black.

MINI cooper Clubman.

MINI cooper D Clubman.

The MINI Cooper/D Clubman features a chrome-

plated tailpipe and chrome-plated radiator grille 

slats. On the MINI Cooper/D Clubman the roof 

and exterior mirror caps come as standard in 

either black or silver, matching the C-pillars.

MINI Cooper S Clubman.

MINI Cooper SD Clubman.

The power of the MINI Cooper S/SD Clubman 

models is readily apparent in their two wide-set 

chrome-plated tailpipes and eye-catching air 

intakes in the bonnet and lower radiator grille. 

That’s not to mention the chrome-plated side 

scuttles, the white side direction indicator lights, 

and the hexagon-mesh radiator grille.
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COLOURS AND 

WHEELS.



COLOURS.

MINI HATCH AND MINI CLUBMAN COLOUR COMBINATIONS.

A wide range of exclusive metallic and non-metallic colours are available for your MINI. Striking elements that contrast with the Body colour, including the 

roof, exterior mirror caps, C-pillars (on the MINI Clubman) and wheels can be combined in different ways to put a personal stamp on your car. MINI One 

models are, however, only available with a roof in Body colour, or a soft-top in black in the case of the MINI One Convertible.

MINI.co.uk / CONFIGURATOR

Seamlessly stylish: roof in Body colour A true highlight: roof in White with matching 

exterior mirror caps and bonnet stripes 

A pleasing contrast: roof in Black with matching 

exterior mirror caps and bonnet stripes

Mark of distinction: the MINI Clubman with roof, 

exterior mirror caps and bonnet stripes in Silver
The ideal way of testing the various colour 

combinations for your MINI.

MINI ROOF COLOURS.

The roof of the MINI One/D and MINI One/D Clubman always comes in Body colour, while the exterior mirror 

caps are Matt Black as standard. The MINI Cooper/D and MINI Cooper S/SD models come with roof and 

exterior mirror caps in Body colour as standard – although they are also available with a Black or White 

contrast roof with matching exterior mirror caps. The MINI Cooper/D Clubman and MINI Cooper S/SD 

Clubman offer a choice of Black, White or Silver for the roof, exterior mirror caps and bonnet stripes.

For more information about standard and optional equipment, 
please see pages  – .

851

Chili Red 

B22

British Racing Green 

850

Pepper White 

A94

Midnight Black 

NON-METALLIC COLOURS.

Contrast roof in White (for MINI Hatch models)

Contrast roof in Black

Contrast roof in Silver 

(for MINI Clubman models)

Roof in Body Colour 

(example shown is Spice Orange)

Contrast roof in British Racing Green 

Contrast roof in Cool Champagne 

Contrast roof in Chili Red, exclusive to 

MINI John Cooper Works models

METALLIC COLOURS.

B28

Ice Blue 

  MINI Sport Pack available in 
conjunction with this exterior 
colour.

  Available for the MINI Baker 
Street.

  Available for the MINI Green 
Park Pack.

  Available for the MINI Hyde 
Park Pack and MINI Clubman 
Bond Street.

A62

White Silver 

B31

Velvet Silver

A63

Lightning Blue 
B48

Kite Blue 
B47

Rooftop Grey 

B49

Iced Chocolate

B24

Eclipse Grey 

B23

Spice Orange 

EXCLUSIVE TO MINI 

COOPER S/SD MODELS.
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ROOf COLOURS.

EXCLUSIVE 

MINI Yours COLOURS.

B43

MINI Yours 

Highclass Grey 

B30

MINI Yours 

Reef Blue 



COLOURS.

MINI CONVERTIBLE SOFT-TOP COLOURS.

The soft-top of the MINI Convertible opens and closes automatically in just 

 seconds, and incorporates a continuously variable sunroof function. 

There is a choice of two soft-top colours – Black or Silvertouched Truffle. 

Whichever option you go for, the inside of the soft-top is always black.

Black Silvertouched Truffle 

MINI CONVERTIBLE Colour Combinations.

There’s a wide range of metallic and non-metallic colours available – so you can tailor your MINI Convertible exactly as you please. Striking elements that 

contrast with the Body colour, including the roof, exterior mirror caps and wheels, can be combined in different ways to put a personal stamp on your car.

For more information about standard and optional equipment, 
please see pages  – .
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851

Chili Red 

B22

British Racing Green 

850

Pepper White 

A94

Midnight Black 

NON-METALLIC COLOURS.

Soft-top in Black

Soft-top in Silvertouched Truffle

METALLIC COLOURS.

B28

Ice Blue

  MINI Sport Pack available with 
this exterior colour.

A62

White Silver 
B31

Velvet Silver

A63

Lightning Blue 
B48

Kite Blue 

B49

Iced Chocolate 

B24

Eclipse Grey 

B23

Spice Orange 

EXCLUSIVE TO MINI 

COOPER S/SD MODELS.

SOFT-TOP COLOURS FOR 

MINI CONVERTIBLE.

EXCLUSIVE 

MINI Yours COLOURS.

b43

MINI Yours 

Highclass Grey 

B30

MINI Yours 

Reef Blue 



COLOURS.

Black/black

Black/black Silver/silverIce Blue/black Reef Blue/silverIce Blue/Ice Blue

MINI Clubman 

colour 

combinations.

The MINI Clubman offers many different colour 

combinations for the roof, exterior mirror caps and 

C-pillar. On the MINI One Clubman/MINI One D 

Clubman, the roof is always in body colour and the 

exterior mirror caps come as standard in matt 

black, while the C-pillars can be either black or 

silver. On other MINI Clubman models, a contrast 

roof in silver or black comes as standard, with ex-

terior mirror caps and C-pillars in the same colour. 

If you decide to have the roof in body colour, then 

you can choose whether you prefer black or silver 

for the C-pillars.

The roof of the MINI Clubman comes in body colour as standard. The C-pillars are available in black or silver. On the MINI Cooper/D Clubman, the contrast roof is 

available in silver or black as an option to match the colours of the exterior mirror caps and the C-pillars. When the exterior colour is either Pepper White non-metallic, 

Ice Blue non-metallic, Midnight Black metallic, White Silver metallic, British Racing Green metallic or Eclipse Grey metallic, the lower C-pillar bar is also available in 

body colour.

Bonnet stripes in white are available as an option on MINI Hatch and MINI 

Convertible models. They are separated from the body colour by a thin 

black border.

Exterior mirror caps in matt black come as standard on all MINI One/D 

models.

Bonnet stripes in black are available on all MINI models. They feature a 

border in white.

The exterior mirror caps are available in body colour as an option when 

this colour is also specified for the roof.

Available on the MINI Clubman and MINI Convertible, the bonnet stripes 

in silver feature a thin black border.

Exterior mirror caps in chrome are available as an option in conjunction 

with any roof colour.

THE FINISHING TOUCHES.
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WHEELS.

" MINI Yours Twin Spoke, Turned Black with Highclass Grey lining

YOU CAN’T REINVENT THE WHEEL. 

ALLOYS THOUGH, ARE ANOTHER MATTER.

Alloy wheels are a vital part of your MINI – and there’s a great all-round selection to choose from. Take a 

look at these light-alloy wheels at your leisure, and you’ll soon find the one that looks just right for your MINI. MINI.CO.UK / CONFIGURATOR

" Steel wheels including hubcaps " -Hole, silver " -Star Twin Spoke, silver " -Hole Circular Spoke, silver

" Conical Spoke, silver " Cross Spoke CHALLENGE, 

silver

" Sandblast Turned, black

" Cross Spoke CHALLENGE, black" Twin Spoke Turned, black

with Cool Champagne lining

" Double Cross Turned, silver

" Conical Spoke, black

" Black Star Bullet, matt black

" Rib Spoke, silver " -Star Twin Spoke, silver " -Star Twin Spoke, black

 Only available for the MINI Bayswater
 Only available for the MINI Highgate
 Only available for the MINI Bond Street

For more information about standard and optional 
equipment, please see pages  – .

In addition to the factory-fitted wheel sets, certain 
wheel designs are also available as part of the 
Winter Wheel and Tyre Programme. 
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Exterior and

interior.



Exterior.

THRILLS AT FIRST SIGHT. 

AND AT SECOND, THIRD, 

FOURTH...

First appearances count for a lot. Happily, MINI models remain every bit as 

impressive at second and third glance. One distinctive feature of any MINI is its 

chrome-plated details. It’s a tradition that started with the Classic Mini – and 

today’s models follow proudly in its footsteps with arresting design elements.

MINI HATCH.

A glittering exterior: the Chrome Line Exterior is a subtle way of making a big 

impact at the front end of your MINI. MINI One/D: includes chrome-plated 

radiator grille slats, chrome edging for the lower front grille, and chrome 

surrounds for the fog lights. The Chrome Line Exterior helps the rear of your 

MINI to stand out too: the MINI One/D features chrome edging for the 

central rear fog light, a chrome-plated tailgate handle and a chrome-plated 

exhaust tailpipe (as standard on MINI One D models).

46
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The large opening of the panoramic glass sunroof lets in plenty of fresh 

air. Electronic controls operate the front/rear vent function, and there is 

also a remote-control convenient opening function. Tinted glass or the 

two retractable roller sunblinds built into the central section of the roof 

protect the occupants from bright sunlight.

MINI Cooper/D: Chrome edging for the lower front radiator grille, 

chrome edging around the front fog lights.

MINI Cooper/D: Chrome edging for the central rear fog light.

MINI Cooper S/SD: Chrome edging for the brake-cooling air ducts in the 

lower front bumper.

MINI Cooper S/SD: Chrome edging for the two rear fog lights and a chrome-

plated tailgate handle.



Exterior.

MINI Convertible.

The Chrome Line Exterior for the MINI Convertible is almost as extensive as 

for the MINI Hatch. The key difference, of course, is the chrome-plated roll-

over bar with inlay in Piano Black – a feature that adds a distinctive visual 

highlight as well as protecting passengers.

The continuously variable built-in sunroof function allows a gap of up to 

 cm to be opened in the soft-top. It can be operated even while the car is 

on the move, at speeds of up to  mph.

MINI Cooper/D Convertible: The lower front radiator grille has chrome 

edging, as do the fog lights.

MINI Cooper/D Convertible: The central rear fog light sports chrome 

edging – and the roll-over bar with inlay in Piano Black is chrome-plated too.

MINI Cooper S/SD Convertible: The brake-cooling air ducts in the lower 

front bumper feature chrome edging.

MINI Cooper S/SD Convertible: The two rear fog lights feature chrome 

edging and the tailgate handle is chrome-plated.

MINI clubman.

Visual highlights: the Chrome Line Exterior for the MINI Clubman is 

broadly similar to the Chrome Line Exterior for the MINI Hatch and the 

MINI Convertible – except of course for the Chrome Line design elements 

specially created to emphasise the MINI Clubman’s distinctive rear end.

48
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The roof rails allow drivers to mount a range of integrated multifunctional 

carrier systems on the roof. They blend harmoniously into the lines of the 

car, and are finished in matt black. Maximum load is  kg.

MINI Cooper/D Clubman: The lower front radiator grille has chrome edging 

and the fog lights have chrome surrounds.

MINI Cooper S/SD Clubman: chrome edging for the grille in the rear bumper.

The wide sliding glass sunroof ensures a plentiful air supply from above in 

the MINI Clubman. It can also be electrically adjusted from the front and 

controlled remotely for maximum convenience.

Configure your MINI with the Chrome 

Line Exterior.

MINI.CO.UK / CONFIGURATOR



Exterior.

The striking exhaust tailpipe finisher on MINI One D, MINI Cooper 

and MINI Cooper D models is chrome-plated with a rounded edge.

The tow bar with removable ball head is available as an option on the 

MINI Cooper/D Clubman and the MINI Cooper SD Clubman models, and is 

suitable for towing loads of up to  kg.The chrome-plated double exhaust tailpipe finishers on MINI 

Cooper S/SD Hatch and MINI Cooper S/SD Convertible models are located 

in the middle of the rear apron.

The two chrome-plated exhaust tailpipe finishers on the MINI Cooper S/SD 

Clubman are located near the outside edges of the rear apron, adding 

emphasis to the powerful yet elegant look of the car’s rear end.

Exhaust tailpipe finishers Double exhaust tailpipe finishers

MINI Cooper S/SD Clubman exhaust tailpipe finishers

. .

.

.

.

.

There are different designs of rear spoiler for different models, all of 

them perfectly matched both aerodynamically and aesthetically to the MINI 

in question. Painted in the same colour as the roof, they blend seamlessly 

into its lines.

Available as an option on all MINI Hatch and MINI Clubman models, 

darkened rear glass reduces the build-up of heat in the interior of the 

car caused by strong sunlight, making things  more comfortable for the 

occupants. Where this option is specified, the glass is visibly darker from 

the B-pillars backwards (including the rear windscreen).

Rear spoiler MINI One/D Cooper/D Hatch

Rear spoiler, MINI Cooper S/SD Hatch Rear spoiler, MINI Clubman

.

.

. – .

.

SPOILED FOR CHOICE.



The rear lights incorporate LED technology. The direction indicator 

light is positioned in the centre of the unit as a ring around the tail light, 

with the brake light split into two sections, one above and one below. The 

distinctive LED light ring makes the MINI easily identifiable from a distance, 

even at night. On MINI Clubman models, the rear fog light is built into the 

driver’s-side rear light unit and the reversing light is built into the passenger-

side rear light unit.

Exterior.

The Adaptive headlights, featuring automatic headlight beam-throw 

control, ensure optimum illumination whether driving in city or country, and 

allow drivers to see further ahead on the motorway. Sensors measure the 

steering angle, rate of turn and vehicle speed, and electric motors then 

adjust the position of the light beam accordingly to suit the speed and 

direction of the car.

Adaptive headlights

Black headlight reflectors

Bi-xenon headlights

LED rear lights

Fog lights

LED rear lights with built-in rear fog light

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Black headlight reflectors are available in conjunction with Bi-xenon 

headlights and white direction indicator lights.

The fog lights are built into the front apron, and offer improved safety 

when visibility is poor.

The optional Bi-xenon headlights for low and full-beam settings, with 

headlight beam-throw control and headlight washer system, offer 

particularly powerful illu mination. 

.

.

.. + .
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Rear fog light and Park Distance Control (PDC)

Rear fog light

White direction indicator lights

Comfort access system

Comfort access system

.

.

.

.

.

On Cooper S/SD models, the rear fog lights and reversing light are 

built into the grille of the bumper. On One/D and Cooper/D models they are 

placed in the middle of the grille.

The white direction indicator lights option comprises transparent 

glass for the indicators in the front headlights, side scuttles and rear lights. 

White side direction indicator lights are standard for your MINI Cooper S 

and SD.Park Distance Control (PDC) at the rear makes it easier to park and 

manoeuvre in tight spaces. An acoustic signal (and a visual display, if the 

MINI navigation system or Radio MINI Visual BOOST is also fitted) informs 

the driver of the distance between the car and any obstacle.

.

The comfort access system allows you to lock and unlock the 

car without even having to touch the key. Simply having one of the two keys 

in your pocket or handbag is enough. You can also switch the ignition on 

and off keylessly, simply by pressing the Start/Stop button.

. – .

. – .
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Interior.

EVEN THE SURFACES ARE 

FULL OF PERSONALITY.

INTERIOR DESIGN ELEMENTS.

There are a variety of Colour Lines available for the knee roll and the armrests 

in the doors (), offering unique colour combinations. In addition, customers 

can choose an interior trim for the dashboard and door ellipses () and there 

are leather finish options for the dashboard () allowing you to create the 

perfect interior for you.

Dashboard

Interior trim (comprises dashboard trim and door ellipses)

Colour Line (comprises armrests in the doors and knee roll)

1

2

3

  For more information on leather options for the instrument panel, see pages ,  and .

3

2
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Interior.

Fine White Silver 4BD

Piano Black

4DA

Striped Alloy

4C9

Pepper White

4D8 

Piano Black Bayswater 
4D6 

Suntouched Brushed 

aluminium (genuine) 

4D9 

Cross Check Rooftop Grey Light 
4DG 

Deep Champagne 
4CY 

Chili Red 

Black Chequered

4C1

Carbon Black

4D3

Rocklike Anthracite leather 

4ba

Rooster Red

4D1

Rooftop Grey Light 
4L5 MINI Yours 

leather-upholstered dashboard 

in Black/Satellite Grey

4NK MINI Yours

leather-upholstered dashboard 

in Black/Carbon Black

4C2

Polar Beige

4D2

Dark Truffle leather 

4C3

Satellite Grey

4L4 Dinamica John Cooper 

Works leather-upholstered 

dashboard in Black/Anthracite

4CN

Toffee

For more information on availability, 
see pages  – .

 Only available on MINI Bayswater
 Only available on MINI Highgate 
 Only available on MINI Baker Street 
 Only available on MINI Bond Street

As you’d expect from MINI, the design and layout of the interior trim, door grips and decorative rings are set to 

impress. There is an extensive choice of Colour Lines and trims – available in countless combinations – to ensure 

great variety in your vehicle’s interior.

Use the Configurator to learn more about 

the interior of your MINI.

MINI.CO.UK / CONFIGURATOR

Interior trim.

COLOUR LINE.

Stylish, distinctive and unmistakably MINI, right down to the last detail: the instruments and controls are harmoniously designed and laid out for intuitive

ease of use. The centre console with radio controls and its characteristic switch cluster is finished in a muted black, with the chrome elements in the steering wheel

and around the instruments creating a sporty and sophisticated contrast. The -spoke sports leather steering wheel is available with multi-function as an option,

allowing you to operate cruise control, radio and telephone without removing your hands from the steering wheel.

The -spoke leather steering wheel has a driver airbag 

built in. The wide chrome ring is an eye-catching design 

detail. 

The -spoke sport leather steering wheel is available 

as an option on all MINI models. It sits comfortably in the 

hand, for even more agile handling. Available as standard 

on MINI Cooper S/SD models.

Interior.



Interior.

Use the Configurator to learn more 

about the seats in your MINI.
MINI.co.uk / CONFIGURATOR

GOOD TASTE IS ALWAYS IN STYLE.

SPORT SEAT

PUNCH LEATHER

Seats.

Whether you prefer standard, sport or Recaro 

sport seats, in cloth, cloth/leather or leather, 

there’s one thing all MINI seats have in common: 

they combine total comfort with purest MINI 

pleasure. Buckle up!

STANDARD SEAT

CLOTH

SPORT SEAT

RAY CLOTH/LEATHER

SPORT SEAT

CROSS CHECK

CLOTH/LEATHER

SPORT SEAT

GRAVITY LEATHER

SPORT SEAT

LOUNGE LEATHER

RECARO SPORT SEAT

DINAMICA/LEATHER
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Interior.

Cosmos cloth 

ape1 Carbon Black

Chequered cloth 

ATE1 Carbon Black

Ray cloth/leather 

FKE1 Carbon Black

Punch leather 

T8FP Carbon Black/Beige

Gravity leather 

t6GW Polar Beige

Lounge leather 

t9e1 Carbon Black

Cross Check cloth/leather 

fTGW Polar Beige

Chequered cloth 

ATp9 John Cooper Works 

Carbon Black

Upholstery and seats.

Your seat, your rules: choose from a variety of cloth, cloth/leather combinations and 

leather upholsteries.

Use the MINI Configurator to try out the 

various upholstery options.

MINI.co.uk / CONFIGURATOR

Punch leather 

T8N2 Rocklike Anthracite

Lounge leather 

T9NX Dark Truffle

Cross Check cloth/leather

FTN1 Rooftop Grey Light

Lounge leather 

T9PK Deep Champagne

Lounge leather 

t9DT Toffee

Lounge leather 

T9IN Carbon Black 

Championship Red

MINI Yours Lounge leather  

TYGK Satellite Grey

Dinamica/leather Recaro sport seat 

GSE1 Carbon Black

  Leather upholstery includes seats (base and 
backrest), and front and rear headrests.



Chrome Line Interior – speedo surround

Chrome Line Interior – loudspeaker surrounds

Chrome Line Interior – seatbelt ringsChrome Line Interior – gear lever surround 

Chrome Line Interior – door handle surrounds

The Chrome Line Interior includes chrome plating for the instruments, 

dashboard air vents and the ring around the gear lever gaiter on all MINI 

models. On MINI Cooper S/SD models, and on cars where an optional 

interior trim finish or upholstery in leather or cloth/leather is specified, 

a chrome trim is also applied to the centre cupholder in the rear, the door 

handles and the loudspeakers in the doors, while on MINI Convertible 

models, a chrome finish for the belt rings is also included.

Interior design.

DAZZLE YOURSELF: THE 

CHROME LINE INTERIOR.
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A PLEASURE TO DRIVE, 

WHATEVER THE WEATHER.

Air conditioning Automatic air conditioning. .

Heated front windscreen.

The air conditioning system with microfilter means passengers can 

enjoy their ideal interior temperature, whatever the conditions outside. The 

amount and distribution of conditioned air can be individually adjusted. 

Standard on all MINI models except MINI One D and Cooper D Hatch.

The heated front windscreen ensures drivers can always see clearly. 

It includes a heated windscreen, a rain sensor and automatic driving light 

control.

Automatic air conditioning rapidly adjusts the interior temperature to 

the desired level, and then keeps it constant. An integrated active carbon 

filter protects passengers against unpleasant odours from outside.

The seat heating option allows both the driver and front-seat passenger 

to choose between three seat temperature settings.

. .

.

.

Seat heating.



Interior.

SPECIAL FITTINGS.

In addition to the standard interior light in the headliner, the Interior 

Lights Pack includes handle-area illumination in the door trim, reading 

and footwell lights in the front and an additional light in the lower centre 

console. Exquisite details: the Ambient Lighting for the door handles, door 

storage compartments, B-pillar trims and instrument panel downlight can 

cycle steplessly through all the colours of the spectrum.

A headliner in Anthracite is available for MINI Hatch and MINI Clubman 

models. The exterior mirrors and rear-view mirror are optionally available with 

automatic anti-dazzle function (also with digital compass as an additional 

option).

The Storage Compartment Pack includes a storage compartment in the 

dashboard on the passenger side, and a storage net in the front passenger 

footwell, plus a floor net, a side separating net and a -volt power socket in 

the luggage compartment. It also enables the angle of the rear seat backs 

to be adjusted on MINI Hatch models, so they can be moved into the cargo 

position.

The wind deflector lets you enjoy more comfortable open-top driving 

without irritating draughts around the neck and shoulders. When not 

in use, it folds down to a compact size for transportation in the luggage 

compartment.

Wind deflector.

Storage Compartment Pack.

Separately folding rear seat backrests.

Interior Lights Pack.

Headliner in Anthracite.

.

.

.

.
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The separately folding rear seat backrests (: split) can be put into 

the flat position from the luggage compartment, allowing the car to carry 

bulky objects and three people at the same time. When both rear seat 

backrests are folded down, depending on the model there is as much as 

 litres of luggage space.

On the MINI Clubman, a three-seat rear seat bench is available, with three 

headrests and space for two adults and one child (weighing up to  kg).

The rear seat backrests in MINI Clubman models fold down separately. The flat load floor makes for easier loading and unloading. Items can be secured to the 

four lashing eyelets.

Available as standard, ISOFIX is an industry-standard system whereby a 

baby or child seat fitted with two telescopic bars can be safely and securely 

mounted on either of the rear seats. 

All MINI models are equipped as standard with an easy entry function. 

When the front seat is folded forwards, it automatically glides towards the 

glove compartment to give easier access to the rear seats.

.

 Included in the flat load floor option for MINI Clubman models.



TECHNOLOGY AND 

EQUIPMENT.

ENTERTAINMENT AND 

COMMUNICATIONS.



TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT.

The large speedo is positioned in the middle of the instrument panel, and 

incorporates various warning lights and the fuel gauge.

If the MINI Navigation system or MINI Radio Visual BOOST is fitted, then the 

speedo runs round the outside of the central round instrument.
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Once the key is in the ignition, the Start/Stop button, fitted as standard, 

can be used to switch the engine on or off.

ALL YOU NEED 

TO KNOW.

Rev counter

On-board computer

Rain sensor and automatic lights-on

.

.

.

Fitted as standard, the rev counter is mounted on the middle of the steering 

column. The upper display shows the current speed, while the lower display shows 

such information as the trip distance or seat belt warning for the rear seats. It also 

includes the Shift Point Display, telling you which gear is the most economical at any 

given moment.

The on-board computer tells you your range, current and average fuel consumption, 

and average speed at the touch of a button.

When the rain sensor is activated, it automatically switches on the windscreen 

wipers when necessary, and adjusts their speed to how hard it is raining. The built-in 

light sensor automatically switches on the driving lights when needed in dark or twilight 

conditions.

.

.

.



TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT.

CLOCKING UP THE FUN.

The Openometer keeps track of every minute you spend with the top down. 

It starts running as soon as the soft-top is fully open and the engine is on. 

The trip counter goes up to seven hours, and the total time spent with the 

top down is logged by the on-board computer.
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Shift paddles on -spoke sport leather steering wheel

-speed automatic gearbox Sport button

.

. .

The -speed automatic gearbox makes gear changes easy and, 

in Steptronic mode, decidedly sporty. In addition to the selector lever, in 

conjunction with the multi-function steering wheel the -speed automatic 

gearbox has two optional shift paddles on the -spoke sport leather 

steering wheel. As both hands can stay on the wheel, the optional shift 

paddles make for quicker and safer gear changes. 

Pressing the Sport button further improves the car’s responses to throttle 

and steering inputs, for an even more involving drive. On vehicles with auto-

matic transmission, it makes gearshift times faster too.

1. – 2. 3.

FANCY SOMETHING EVEN SPORTIER?



ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS.

MINI Radio BOOST CD

MINI Radio Visual BOOST

.

.

The MINI Radio BOOST CD (standard on all models except MINI First) 

has a two column display, antenna diversity for optimum reception, 

DAB radio tuner, and controls for external audio players.

The MINI Radio Visual BOOST has all the features of the MINI Radio 

BOOST CD, and then some: a high-resolution .-inch display with 

comfortable intuitive control system and a distinctive MINI look and 

feel, a Bluetooth hands-free kit with USB audio interface, an on-board 

computer and an audio/video adapter for the Apple iPod/iPhone. The 

built-in video function (in conjunction with compatible video-capable 

Apple devices) allows videos to be watched on the display when the car

is stationary. The MINI Radio Visual BOOST is “MINI Connected ready”, 

meaning that for a fee it can be upgraded with the MINI Connected option.

.

.

Head units.

music.

BLUETOOTH/USB.

Navigation system.

MINI Connected.

Head units.

  iPod is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
  For information on the compatibility of devices for audio, 

video and telephone functions, visit: MINI.com/connectivity

1 1
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LET MINI 

ENTERTAIN YOU. 

Tailor information, communication and entertainment functions to your personal preferences in five 

easy steps. First you have to choose a head unit – with its large display, the MINI Radio Visual BOOST 

in particular opens up a whole new world of interactive possibilities. You can then choose the services, 

music and Bluetooth/USB options that are right for you: from MINI Connected to the MINI Navigation 

system (the brochure shows a selection of these). Whether you want technology that keeps you 

connected or navigation that keeps you on the straight and narrow (or even both), you’re sure to 

find a solution that meets your requirements.



ENTERTAINMENT and communications.

Harman Kardon hi-fi loudspeaker system: a digital multichannel 

amplifier, and a total of ten high-performance speakers seamlessly integrated 

into the vehicle interior deliver a unique sound experience, thanks to a total 

output of up to  watts, with powerful bass and brilliant treble.

The full Bluetooth telephone preparation with USB audio interface 

option also includes a centre armrest and a -spoke sport leather steering 

wheel with multi-function controls and cruise control. With an optional snap-

in adapter, a Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone can be plugged in to a slot in 

the armrest, which charges its battery, and connects it to the vehicle aerial 

for improved reception. In conjunction with the optional MINI Radio Visual 

BOOST you can also use many of the functions on your smartphone, such 

as Bluetooth audio streaming and album cover artwork display, easily and 

safely on the radio display., 

  For information on the compatibility of devices for audio, video and telephone functions, 
visit: MINI.com/connectivity

  Subject to availability of device-specific snap-in adapters.

The optional basic Bluetooth telephone preparation with USB audio 

interface connects wirelessly to Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones. The USB 

audio interface supports the connection of a device such as an iPod, USB 

memory stick or MP player. Users can select tracks stored on the device by 

album, artist, genre etc. via the radio or central display.

Harman Kardon hi-fi loudspeaker system

Harman Kardon hi-fi loudspeaker system

Basic Bluetooth telephone preparation with USB audio interface

Full Bluetooth telephone preparation with USB audio interface

.

.

.

.

. – .

.

.

music. BLUETOOTH/USB.2 3

The optional MINI Navigation system turns the MINI Radio Visual BOOST into a powerful navigation solution, with navigation 

instructions given via voice prompts and on-screen arrows and maps. It also includes day and night modes, a search function for 

points of interest, TMC reception via a double tuner, a GPS aerial and support for updates via the USB interface. 

Navigation system.4



ENTERTAINMENT and communications.

Another highlight is the Driving Excitement

function, which includes a digital sport display and 

analyses how sporty and accurate your driving 

style is, further ratcheting up the fun.

International web radio with MINI Connected: 

select from thousands of stations. Wherever 

you happen to be, you’re guaranteed to find 

something to please.

The main menu is located on the central display 

of your MINI, and displays the full range of 

infotainment options. All you have to do is 

choose how you’d like to be entertained.

Driving Excitement

MINIMALISM Analyser 

Dynamic Music

Mission Control 

Web radio 

Send to car 

Google™ Search 

Facebook

foursquare

Twitter

Calendar 

News

  Additional optional equipment required. 
  Availability and range of features are dependent on the other equipment fitted, and may vary 

from country to country. Range and design of MINI Connected features subject to change 
without notice. Broadband mobile internet access required. Costs resulting from this (e.g. 
data roaming) will be payable as specified in the contract with your network provider. MINI 
Connected app available free of charge from the device manufacturer’s app store (subject 
to national restrictions). Updates are available free of charge, but version upgrades may be 
chargeable. If further MINI Connected-compatible apps become available, these will be 
identified/promoted accordingly. For more information about device compatibility and the 
functions contained in MINI Connected, visit MINI.com/connectivity
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MINI Connected.

Full speed ahead on the information super-highway: MINI Connected 

revolutionises the world of in-car infotainment, seamlessly linking car 

and driver with the online world. An all-new USB interface integrates the 

sophisticated features of your iPhone (not supplied) seamlessly into the 

audio and infotainment system of your MINI. Information and content 

appear on the central display in typical MINI style and are controlled via 

either the MINI joystick or the multi-function steering wheel. “MINI Connected 

ready” apps like the MINI Connected iPhone app allow you to connect to 

Facebook and Twitter or get the latest news via RSS feeds. And best of all, 

from now on you’ll be able to view and operate iPod functions in the familiar 

and intuitive Apple menu system in your MINI – all thanks to the revolutionary 

MINI Connected plug-in. , 

5



MINI equipment 

packages and MINI 

Yours customiSa-

tion programme.



MINI equipment packages.

JOINED-UP THINKING: MORE PACKAGES FOR YOUR MINI.

pepper.

The PEPPER package brings a little more to 

the table. Additional options include the rain 

sensor and automatic air conditioning, and 

mean the MINI can handle all weather

conditions with ease.

Salt.

Add a little flavour to your MINI with the SALT 

package. The features in this entry-level 

solution range from foot mats in velour to 

the Interior Lights Pack with Ambient Light-

ing. It’s a great way of increasing comfort 

for everyone on board. 

Chili.

Spice up your MINI even more. In addition 

to the features included in the PEPPER 

package, CHILI offers Bi-xenon headlights 

(for Cooper S/SD models), cloth/leather seats 

and larger light-alloy wheels. So however 

much things may heat up, you’ll never lose 

your cool.

SPICE UP YOUR MINI.

chili

Salt

PEPPER

From the MINI Radio Visual BOOST with navigation system 

to MINI Connected, this package brings man and machine 

together in perfect harmony. 

For more information on the MINI Sport Pack, please see pages –. 
See opposite page for more information on the MINI Yours customisation 
programme.

Media 
Pack
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AS PERSONAL 

AS IT GETS: 

INTERIOR DESIGN.

MINI YOURS CUSTOMISATION PROGRAMME.

If you appreciate great design and like to be special, then 

the MINI Yours customisation programme is the perfect 

way to make your MINI even more individual. Select the 

finest materials for your interior, then sit back in the

exclusive leather seats and bask in the admiring glances 

that the stylish alloy wheels are sure to draw. In addition, 

there are a range of options to ensure that you’ll always

be reluctant to leave your MINI when you reach your

destination.

It doesn't get more stylish than this – 

the following exclusive MINI Yours 

options are available individually or as 

part of a package: Lounge leather seats 

in Satellite Grey, the two-tone sports 

leather steering wheel and the leather-

upholstered instrument panel in Black/

Satellite Grey.  Matching Twin Spoke 

light-alloy wheels in Black and the 

Highclass Grey metallic and Reef Blue 

metallic exterior colours are also 

available as individual options.



MINI SPORT PACK.



MINI Sport pack.

MINI Sport Pack – MINI Hatch

THE ALL-ROUND POWER  PACKAGE.

The MINI Sport Pack includes the John Cooper Works aerodynamic kit, made up of a front apron with built-in air ducts to cool the brakes, 

side skirts with track-style air intakes (excluding MINI Clubman) and a striking rear bumper. For a real racetrack feel, the -inch Cross Spoke 

CHALLENGE alloy wheels in silver and the Dynamic Traction Control (DTC) allow optimum use to be made of natural over and understeer. The 

John Cooper Works door sill finishers offer a stylish entrance to the vehicle. And in the interior, the eye is drawn to the -spoke sport leather 

steering wheel with contrast stitching in Chili Red, the gear lever knob with Red gearshift emblem and the gearshift and handbrake gaiters 

with contrast stitching in Chili Red, which add sporty notes.

MINI Sport Pack – MINI Convertible

The John Cooper Works door sill finisher underscores the car’s proud racing 

birthright. 

A statement of intent: the Cross Spoke CHALLENGE " alloy wheels 

in striking silver.
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MINI Sport pack.

There is also the option of a high-quality leather upholstery for the 

dashboard with a knee roll in Dinamica Anthracite – the perfect finishing 

touch to your MINI Sport Pack.

STRENGTH HAS NEVER BEEN 

SO SEDUCTIVE.

MINI Sport Pack – MINI Clubman

With contrast stitching in Chill Red on both the gearshift and handbrake gaiters, the manual transmission is almost as good to look at as it is to use. And the interior’s 

racing heritage is reinforced by the -spoke sport leather steering wheel with accentuating contrast stitching in Chili Red and the John Cooper Works logo.

The optional Recaro sports seats with Dinamica leather combination upholstery in Carbon Black, improved lateral support, longer seat base, built-in headrests and 

embossed logo are the perfect addition. Recaro seats are only available for Hatch and Clubman models.
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JOHN COOPER WORKS 

TUNING. 

GENUINE MINI 

ACCESSORIES.



John cooper works tuning.

MINI Hatch, MINI Clubman and MINI Convertible with John Cooper Works Tuning

Tuning kit: sports silencer, tailpipes in chrome Sport steering wheel in Alcantara and additional 

instruments

Cross Spoke R alloy wheels with Red Stripe

John Cooper Works Tuning  delivers a true racetrack experience. Take the John 

Cooper Works Tuning Kit, which offers the ideal balance between breathtaking 

performance and safety. For example, the kit boosts the output of the twin-scroll 

turbocharger in the MINI Cooper S with manual transmission to an incredible  hp, 

thanks to a special air filter and reprogrammed engine management software. Even 

the light-alloy wheels offer the perfect blend of driving enjoyment and safety. All 

are weight-optimised and fitted with runflat tyres, and you can choose between 

Burnished Black, Brilliant Black or a Red Stripe. 

Whichever you opt for, you can be sure that the striking MINI design will make a real 

impact on the tarmac. The next decision is which of the John Cooper Works Tuning 

components to select for the interior. The additional instruments (such as displays 

showing the cooling water temperature, relative torque and lateral acceleration) are 

the finishing touches that ensure you’ll soon be securing pole position in your John 

Cooper Works-tuned MINI.

 For more information, visit MINI.co.uk/accessories.
  The fuel consumption and emissions figures recorded with the John Cooper Works Tuning Kit are 

identical to the MINI Cooper S figures given on pages –.
 Not available on MINI Convertible. 

More MINI feeling, more individuality. With Genuine MINI Accessories you can 

give your MINI a look that is all your own – outside, inside, on top, underneath, 

back and front. The array of choices starts with the exterior, for example stylish 

components such as fashionable light-alloy wheels, born of various development 

processes and design stages. The striking side scuttles are another eye-catcher 

and are avail able in a choice of stylish designs and vibrant colours. One of the 

key interior features is the holder for the MINI Portable Navigation System, 

because when you know where you’re going, you can look where you’re going.

The rotatable holder does not obscure the driver’s view and is designed so 

that there are no trailing wires. We wouldn’t have it any other way when it 

comes to Genuine MINI Accessories – we just keep on adding. For example 

with the lockable touring cycle holder for transporting a bicycle or mountain 

bike and the roof box with central locking (approx. -litre capacity). One 

thing is for certain: Genuine MINI Accessories always has smart solutions for 

pure driving fun.

Side scuttles with Union Jack and Black Line 

side indicators

MINI Hatch, MINI Clubman and MINI Convertible with Genuine MINI Accessories

Holder for MINI Portable Navigation System Touring cycle holder

Accessories.
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Concept and safety.

MINI DATA.



Concept and safety.

 BODY. The body of the MINI has been reinforced at strategic points, 

guaranteeing extreme torsional rigidity for an exceedingly robust passenger 

compartment. The aim is to deliver the perfect combination of comfort, acoustics 

and protection.

SUSPENSION. The combination of a single-joint spring-strut front axle and a 

multiple-control-arm rear axle with wide track and a low centre of gravity results 

in the unmistakable MINI feeling: stable, agile, with optimum cornering ability at 

all speeds, plus superb traction and outstanding safety.

2

3

RESTRAINT SYSTEM. A combination of -point belts, belt tensioners and 

integrated belt catch means driver and front-seat passenger enjoy the best 

possible protection in the event of a crash.

ISOFIX. To ensure the safety of younger passengers, ISOFIX child seats can be

mounted in the rear.

Euro NCAP crash test. In the Euro NCAP crash test, the MINI Hatch scored 

the max imum possible five stars. The level of protection for passengers and driver 

was rated as excellent in front, side and pole impacts, and the car also received 

outstanding scores for child safety.

1. + 2. 3.
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ACTIVE ROLL-OVER BAR. Made of high-strength aluminium, the active roll-over 

bar fitted to the MINI Convertible ensures optimum protection for all passengers. 

Normally it is retracted behind the rear headrests, and blends seamlessly into the 

lines of the car, but in an emergency it deploys upwards in a fraction of a second.

AIRBAGS. The MINI is fitted with six airbags as standard (four on the MINI 

Convertible). Driver and front passenger airbags protect the head and upper body 

in the event of a head-on collision, while side and head airbags are primarily 

designed to reduce the risk of injuries to the head, chest and abdominal areas 

from side impacts.

DYNAMIC BRAKING LIGHT. Alerts following drivers to dangerous situations 

faster. Under normal braking the light comes on in the conventional way, 

but when the MINI performs an emergency braking manoeuvre, it starts to 

flash. In this way, it enables the traffic behind to see immediately how hard 

the MINI is braking. Automatic activation of the hazard warning lights also 

lessens the risk of an impact from behind.

OVERBOOST FUNCTION. Performance can be a safety feature in itself. The 

MINI Cooper S can get a temporary boost in its maximum torque from  

to  newton-metres, thanks to a system that momentarily increases the 

turbo pressure and the quantity of fuel injected in its .-litre twin-scroll 

turbocharged engine. And more power means overtaking distances are shorter, 

and therefore safer.

4.

5. + 6.



DTC. Only available as part of the MINI Sport Pack, Dynamic Traction Control 

system raises the threshold before intervention in the engine management and 

braking system. It also includes EDLC, Electronic Differential Lock Control which helps 

to provide selective brake-force to either front wheel (e. g. to prevent the “inside” 

wheel from slipping during cornering).

Concept and safety.

DSC. Fitted as standard, Dynamic Stability Control ensures optimum 

traction by intervening in the engine management and applying braking force to 

individual wheels as necessary. DSC also includes Hill Assist, which prevents the 

car from rolling backwards on slopes.

Adaptive Headlights. This option improves illumination of the road ahead 

when cornering. Sensors measure the steering angle, rate of turn and vehicle speed, 

and electric motors then adjust the angle of the headlights accordingly.





1. 2.
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Rack-and-pinion steering. A turn for the better. Electric power-assist ensures 

outstanding steering response, with the driver getting precise feedback. The weight 

of the steering adjusts to the speed of the car, for easier steering at low and high speeds 

alike. For maximum comfort it’s only . turns lock to lock.

Single-link spring-strut front axle. Where the fun begins. Two drive shafts 

of equal length in the front suspension minimise the extent to which the drivetrain 

interferes with the steering, and optimise the car’s cornering, acceleration and braking.

Multi-link rear axle. Unique in a car of this class, ensuring optimum contact 

between the wheels and the road, for the best possible traction. Aluminium construction 

keeps weight to a minimum and increases agility.

BRAKING SYSTEM. Four disc brakes with Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Cornering 

Brake Control (CBC) and Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD) as standard ensure 

optimum braking performance. Brake Assist accelerates the delivery of braking force 

in an emergency situation to ensure the shortest possible distances.









3. 5.

4.

6.



1

2

3

4

5

Concept and safety.

Full details of fuel consumption can be found in the Technical Data section. 
Figures quoted here do not apply to vehicles with automatic transmission.

MINIMALISM. LESS IS MORE. Cutting out the fumes needn’t mean cutting out 

the fun. This is made possible by a range of innovative MINIMALISM technologies 

fitted to the MINI One D, MINI Cooper, MINI Cooper D, MINI Cooper S, MINI 

Cooper SD and MINI John Cooper Works.

AUTOMATIC START-STOP FUNCTION.1 Manual gearbox only. With the car in 

neutral and the clutch disengaged, the engine is automatically switched off. As 

soon as the clutch pedal is depressed, the engine is restarted, giving you a unique 

fuel saving feature.

SHIFT POINT DISPLAY.1 The Shift Point Display (manual gearbox only) informs 

you of the most economical gear for any given situation, helping to reduce your 

emissions and expenditure on fuel.

1.

2.

   As standard on the MINI One D and all MINI Cooper, MINI Cooper D, MINI Cooper S, 
MINI Cooper SD and MINI John Cooper Works models.

 For more information on MINI Connected, please see pages  – .
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BRAKE ENERGY REGENERATION.1 Brake Energy Regeneration uses Intelligent 

Alternator Control to make the most of unused energy. When coasting or braking, 

the battery is charged, utilising energy that would otherwise be wasted.

FULLY VARIABLE VALVE TIMING. Cutting edge technology increases power 

output while simultaneously improving the efficiency of combustion.

COMMON-RAIL TECHNOLOGY. High-pressure injection and multiple 

pre- injections ensure the diesel enters the cylinder as a fine mist, which reduces 

engine noise and improves both power and fuel economy.

MINIMALISM ANALYSER.2 An integral part of the optional MINI Connected 

infotainment system (see also the Technology and Equipment and Entertainment 

and Communications pages), the MINIMALISM Analyser examines and evaluates 

data from your journey to work out how efficiently you are driving. The MINIMALISM 

Analyser also provides drivers with detailed guidance on how they can save even 

more fuel. In addition, after every journey, the data can be analysed in an extremely 

user-friendly way using the MINI Connected application, which also allows drivers 

to compare their performance with others and develop an even more economical 

driving style over time.

3.

5.

4.



Technical data.

ENGINE,  MINI 

FIRST

Mini 

one

Mini 

one D

MINI 

COOPER 

MINI 

COOPER D

MINI 

COOPER S 

MINI 

COOPER SD

Cylinders/layout/valves per cylinder /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

Displacement cm      []  

Stroke/bore mm ./. ./. ./. ./. ./.

[./.]

./. ./.

Max. output/max.revs hp (kW)/rpm  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/

Max. torque/revs Nm/rpm / / / –  / / –  / –  

(/ – )

/ – 

Compression ratio/recommended fuel : ./–  RON ./–  RON ./diesel ./–  RON ./diesel ./–  RON ./diesel

Charger – – turbo – turbo twin-scroll turbo turbo

PERFORMANCE

Max. speed mph/km/h / /

[/]

/ / 

[/]

/

[/]

/ 

[/]

/ 

[/]

Acceleration  –  mph 

( –  km/h)

sec . . [.] . . [.] . [.] . [.] . [.]

Acceleration  –  mph ( –  km/h)

(th/th gear)

sec ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./.

FUEL CONSUMPTION, 

Urban mpg/l/ km ./. . [.]/

. [.]

./. . [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

Extra-urban mpg/l/ km ./. . [.]/

. [.]

./. . [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

Combined mpg/l/ km ./. . [.]/

. [.]

./. . [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

CO

 emissions 

(combined cycle)

g/km   []   []  []  []  []

Tank capacity, approx. l       

Range miles/km /  []/

 []

/  []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

WEIGHT/ VOLUME

Unladen weight (EU) kg   [] 

 

 []  []  []  []

Max. permitted weight kg   []   [] []  []  []

Max. permitted load kg       

Max. permitted axle load. 

front/rear 

kg / /

[/]

/ /

[/]

/

[/]

/

[/]

/ 

[/]

Max. permitted towing weight (braked/unbraked) kg – – – – – – –

Luggage capacity l  –   –   –   –   –   –   – 

Length/width/height mm // // // // // // //

TYRES/WHEELS (STANDARD SPECIFICATION)

Tyre dimensions. front/rear / R  H / R  H / R  H / R  H / R  H / R  V / R V

Wheel dimensions. front/rear . J x " steel . J x " steel . J x " steel . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy

  All figures relate to vehicles with the standard -speed manual transmission. Figures in square 
brackets relate to vehicles with -speed Automatic Transmission Steptronic.

  All MINI models comply with the EU exhaust emissions standard. Fuel consumption is determined in 
accordance with the ECE driving cycle (as defined in Directive //EEC), made up of approximately 
one third urban and two thirds extra-urban driving (based on the distance covered). CO


 emissions are 

measured separately from fuel consumption. Figures relate to standard-specification vehicles, and may 
vary significantly where optional equipment (including wider tyres) is fitted. 

Mini 

one 

Convertible

Mini 

Cooper

Convertible

MINI 

COOPER D 

Convertible

MINI 

COOPER S

Convertible

MINI 

COOPER SD

Convertible

Mini 

one 

clubman

Mini 

ONE D

clubman

Mini 

Cooper

clubman

MINI 

COOPER D 

clubman

MINI 

COOPER S

clubman

MINI 

COOPER SD

clubman

/in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

   []        []  

./. ./. ./.

[./.]

./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./.

[./.]

./. ./.

 ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/  ()/   ()/

/ / / –  / –

(/ – )

/ –  / / –  / / –  / –

(/ – )

/ – 

./–  RON ./–  RON ./diesel ./–  RON ./diesel ./–  RON ./diesel ./–  RON ./diesel ./–  RON ./diesel

– – turbo twin-scroll turbo turbo – turbo – turbo twin-scroll turbo turbo

/ 

[/]

/ 

[/]

/

[/]

/ 

[/]

/ 

[/]

/ 

[/]

/ / 

[/]

/

[/]

/ 

[/]

/ 

[/]

. [.] . [.] . [.] . [.] . [.] . [.] . . [.] . [.] . [.] . [.]

./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./. ./.

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

./. . [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

./. . [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.] 

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

./. . [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

 []  []  []  []  []  []   []  []  []  []

          

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

/  []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

[]

 []/

 []

 []  []  []  []  []  []   []  []  []  []

 []  []  []  []   []  []   []  []  []   []

          

/

[/]

/

[/]

/

[/]

/ 

[/]

/ 

[/]

/

[/]

/ /

[/]

/

[/]

/

[/]

/ 

[/]

– – – – – – – / / – /

/ –  / –  / –  / –  / –   –   –   –   –   –   – 

// // // // // // // // // // //

/ R  H / R  H / R  H / R  V / R  V / R  H / R  H / R  H / R  H / R  V / R  V

. J x " steel . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " steel . J x " steel . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy

  With overboost function.

  Assuming car is fuelled to % of usable tank capacity, and allowing  kilograms for the driver and 
 kilograms for luggage. Figure quoted is for standard-specification vehicles. Optional equipment will 
increase this figure.

  Not including mirrors.

  Not including antenna/fins.



Technical data.

ENGINE, 

MIni John 

Cooper works

Mini John 

cooper Works 

CONVERTIBLE

Mini John 

cooper Works 

clubman

Cylinders/layout/valves per cylinder /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

Displacement cm   

Stroke/bore mm ./ ./ ./

Max. output/max. revs hp (kW)/rpm  ()/  ()/  ()/

Max. torque/revs Nm/rpm / – 

(/ – )

/ – 

(/ – )

/ – 

(/ – )

Compression ratio/recommended fuel : ./ –  RON ./ –  RON ./ –  RON

Forced induction twin scroll turbo twin scroll turbo twin scroll turbo

PERFORMANCE

Max. speed mph/km/h /

[/]

/

[/]

/

[/]

Acceleration  –  mph ( –  km/h) sec . [.] . [.] . [.]

Acceleration  –  mph ( –  km/h) (th/th gear) sec ./. ./. ./.

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Urban mpg/l/ 

km

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]
Extra-urban mpg/l/ 

km

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]
Combined mpg/l/ 

km

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

. [.]/

. [.]

CO

 emissions (combined cycle) g/km  []  []  []

Tank capacity, approx. l   

Range miles/km  []/

 []

 []/

 []

 []/

 []

WEIGHT / VOLUME

Unladen weight EU  kg  []  []  []

Max. permitted weight kg  []  []  []

Weight-to-power ratio kg/kW . [.] . [.] . [.]

Max. permitted weight kg  []  []  []

Permitted load kg   

Max. permitted axle load, front/rear
kg

/

[/]

/

[/]

/

[/]

Max. permitted towing weight (braked/unbraked) kg – – –

Luggage capacity l  –  / –   – 

Length/width/height mm // // //

TYRES AND WHEELS (STANDARD SPECIFICATION)

Tyre dimensions, front/rear / R 

 W RSC

/ R 

 W RSC

/ R 

 W RSC

Wheel dimensions, front/rear . J x " alloy . J x " alloy . J x " alloy 

  All figures relate to vehicles with the standard six-speed manual transmission. Figures in square brackets relate to vehicles with six-speed Automatic 
Transmission Steptronic.

  All MINI John Cooper Works models comply with the EU exhaust emissions standard. Fuel consumption is determined in accordance with the ECE driving 
cycle (as defined in directive //EEC), made up of approximately one third urban and two thirds extra-urban driving (based on the distance covered). 
CO emissions are measured separately from fuel consumption. Figures relate to standard-specification vehicles, and may vary significantly where optional 
equipment (including wider tyres) is fitted.

  With overboost function.
  Assuming car is fuelled to % of usable tank capacity, and allowing  kilograms for the driver and  kilograms for luggage. Figure quoted is for 

standard-specification vehicles. Optional equipment may increase this figure.
  Not including mirrors.
  Not including antenna/fins.
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Dimensional drawings.

MINI FIRST. MINI ONE/D. MINI COOPER/D. (MINI COOPER S/SD). mINI John Cooper WORKS*. 

All figures in millimetres.

MINI ONE/D CLUBMAN. MINI COOPER/D CLUBMAN. (MINI COOPER S/SD CLUBMAN). MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS CLUBMAN.*

MINI ONE Convertible. MINI COOPER/D Convertible. (MINI COOPER S/SD Convertible). MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS CONVERTIBLE.*



MINI Service.

Servicing. 

But won’t a MINI be expensive to service you ask? Nope. We’ve made 

sure of that by offering every new MINI owner their first  years servicing 

(or , miles whichever is sooner) for a one off payment. We call this 

MINI tlc. And for even more peace of mind, with MINI tlc XL you can get 

 more years or , miles of servicing, again for a one off fixed cost. 

For further information including full pricing, terms and conditions visit 

www.mini.co.uk/aftersales or contact your MINI Dealer.

MINI SERVICE Inclusive. 

Why risk any unwelcome surprises in the future? MINI Service Inclusive offers 

full peace of mind, thanks to the expertise of MINI Service specialists, the 

guaranteed use of Original MINI Parts and the knowledge that your MINI is 

always in the best possible hands. What’s more, you don’t have to rely on 

your local MINI dealer for assistance. Work can be carried out around the 

world, by any participating MINI Service Centre. To find out more, see

www.MINI.com/serviceinclusive

A MINI THINKS FOR ITSELF. 

Because it’s not just built for quality, but for ease of repair and maintenance 

too. With a MINI, fixed service intervals are a thing of the past, as the 

on-board Condition Based Service (CBS) system constantly monitors the 

status of the car to work out what servicing it needs and when – saving 

you both time and money.

A BREAKDOWN OR AN ACCIDENT? 

It’s unlikely, we know. But working on the basis that anything can happen, 

MINI Emergency Service is never more than a phone call away,  hours a 

day,  days a year. Specially trained MINI technicians will leave no stone 

unturned to get your MINI moving again, either over the phone or by coming 

to you at the roadside. In addition, there is a range of other breakdown 

assistance services to help you complete your journey (details vary from 

country to country), and MINI also offers car insurance.

We’ve got everything covered.

104
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warranty. recycling.

WARRANTY.

Every MINI is supplied with a three-year unlimited mileage dealer warranty. 

(This excludes wear-and-tear parts, for example brake pads.) Every MINI 

also comes with a -year anti-corrosion warranty, which covers the vehicle 

against rusting of the body panels. This warranty is dependent on any 

previous damage to the vehicle body or under-body (e.g. stone impact 

damage, scratches, dents, accident damage or other damage caused 

by environmental factors) having been correctly repaired in accordance 

with current MINI guidelines. The painted surfaces of the car are covered 

by a three-year warranty. This excludes any damage to painted surfaces 

caused by improper treatment or unforeseen environmental factors. The 

statutory rights of the consumer are unaffected.

Don’t dream it, drive it. 

Make it happen, with MINI Financial Services.

Admittedly, daydreaming about a MINI can be fun. Just not compared to 

actually driving one. And the right finance solution from MINI Financial 

Services can help you find the shortest route from dream to reality, in a way 

that is tailored to your lifestyle, your budget and the MINI model that you 

choose.

MINI Leasing, MINI Finance and MINI Select are three roads that all lead to 

the same destination – namely, making your dream of driving a MINI come 

true. All of them offer their own unique advantages, and speaking to your 

MINI dealer will help you decide which one is right for you. 

recycling.

At every stage, from design to disassembly, recycling is central to the 

MINI philosophy. For example, all the materials used in its manufacture 

were selected because they can be used in the most sustainable and 

environ mentally friendly way possible. That way, every MINI can be 

efficiently and ecologically recycled when its driving days are finally 

done. We have been working on this approach since  at the BMW 

Group Recycling and Disassembly Centre in Munich, the only facility of 

its kind. Your MINI Dealer will be pleased to advise you on the disposal 

of your old vehicle. Alternatively, more information on this subject can 

also be found at www.MINI.co.uk

Once you’ve chosen the car and the finance deal, you’ll be asking yourself 

if there’s any way you can make the MINI experience even more exciting. 

Answer: no, of course not. But what you can do is protect against surprises 

of the wrong sort, by choosing an insurance solution that was made for 

MINI drivers. Because as well as finance, MINI Financial Services also offers 

a range of insurance products that are tailored to your exact needs and 

preferences.

Your next move? The best thing to do is to make an appointment at your 

local MINI dealership. The sales advisors there know every MINI Financial 

Services product inside out, and it’s their job to help you make your MINI 

dream come true.

MINI FINANCIAL SERVICES.
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Models

MINI DESIGN MODELS. p. 6

MINI Convertible Highgate  

MINI Clubman Bond Street  

MINI Baker Street  

MINI Bayswater  

MINI Hyde Park  

MINI Green Park  

MINI Clubman Hyde Park  

MINI Clubman Green Park  

Colours. p. 34

850 Pepper White             

851 Chili Red             

B28 Ice Blue         

A94 Midnight Black             

B22 British Racing Green             

B49 Iced Chocolate          

B23 Spice Orange             

A63 Lightning Blue         

B48 Kite Blue              

B47 Rooftop Grey  for MINI Baker Street  

A62 White Silver            

B31 Velvet Silver      

B24 Eclipse Grey       

b43 MINI Yours Highclass Grey             

b30 MINI Yours Reef Blue             

Roof and exterior mirror caps in Aspen White   

Roof and exterior mirror caps in Pure Silver   

Roof and exterior mirror caps in Jet Black      

Roof and exterior mirror caps in Chili Red  

Bonnet stripes in White            

Bonnet stripes in Black            

Bonnet stripes in Silver      

Exterior mirror caps in Matt Black   

Exterior mirror caps in Body Colour            

Exterior mirrors, Chrome-plated            

WHEELS. p. 42

. J x " steel wheels  incl. hub caps, 

tyres / R  
  

. J x " -Hole, Silver

tyres / R  
     

. J x " -Star Twin Spoke, Silver

tyres / R  
     

. J x " -Hole Circular Spoke, Silver

tyres / R  
        

. J x " -Star Rib Spoke, Silver

tyres / R  
  

. J x " -Star Twin Spoke, Silver

tyres / R  
        

MINI HATCH, MINI CONVERTIBLE AND MINI CLUBMAN STANDARD AND OPTIONAL 

EQUIPMENT.
MINI Hatch Standard  MINI One/D models Optional  MINI One/D models

MINI Convertible  MINI Cooper/D models  MINI Cooper/D models

MINI Clubman  MINI Cooper S/SD models  MINI Cooper S/SD models

 MINI John Cooper Works models  MINI John Cooper Works models

For further information please turn to page .

. J x " -Star Twin Spoke, Black

tyres / R  
        

 J x " Conical Spoke, Black

tyres / R  
        

 J x " Conical Spoke, Silver

tyres / R  
        

 J x " Black Star Bullet, Matt Black

tyres / R  
           

 J x " Sandblast Turned Black

tyres / R  for MINI Bayswater
 

 J x " Double Cross Turned, Silver

tyres / R  for MINI Convertible Highgate 
 

 J x " Twin Spoke Turned, Black

with Cool Champagne lining, tyres / R  for 

MINI Clubman Bond Street

 

 J x " MINI Yours Twin Spoke Turned, Black

tyres / R  
            

 J x " Cross Spoke CHALLENGE, Silver 

tyres / R V
            

 J x ” Cross Spoke CHALLENGE, Black

tyres / R V
  

Exterior. p. 44

Chrome Line Exterior           

Panoramic glass sunroof        

Fully electric soft-top with sliding sunroof function    

Roof rails    

Rear spoiler        

Adaptive Headlights            

Black headlights            

Bi-xenon headlights            

LED rear lights            

Front fog lights            

Park Distance Control (PDC)            

Sun protection glazing        

White direction indicator lights            

Comfort Access system            

Interior. p. 54

INTERIOR SURFACES

Fine White Silver      

Black Chequered   

4BD Piano Black            

4DA Striped Alloy (genuine)            

4C9 Pepper White            

4CY Chili Red   

4D8 Piano Black Bayswater for MINI Bayswater  

4D6 Suntouched Brushed Alloy (genuine) 

for MINI Convertible Highgate
 

4D9 Cross Check Rooftop Grey Light 

for MINI Baker Street
 

4DG Deep Champagne 

for MINI Clubman Bond Street
 

Colour Line

4C1 Carbon Black            

4C2 Polar Beige            

4ba Rooster Red            

4C3 Satellite Grey            

4CN Toffee            

4D3 Rocklike Anthracite leather for MINI Bayswater  

4D2 Dark Truffle leather for MINI Convertible 

Highgate
 

4D1 Rooftop Grey Light for MINI Baker Street  

4NK MINI Yours leather-upholstered 

dashboard in Black/Carbon Black 

for MINI Clubman Bond Street

 

4L0 MINI Yours leather-upholstered dashboard for 

MINI Bayswater and MINI Convertible Highgate
   

4L5 MINI Yours leather-upholstered dashboard 

for Black/Satellite Grey
           

4L4 Leather-upholstered John Cooper Works 

dashboard in Black/Anthracite
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STEERING WHEELS

-spoke standard steering wheel      

-spoke leather steering wheel      

-spoke sports steering wheel            

-spoke sports leather steering wheel with 

multi-function
           

UPHOLSTERY

Cosmos cloth  ape1 Carbon Black      

Chequered cloth  ATE1 Carbon Black   

Chequered cloth ATP9 John Cooper Works 

Carbon Black
           

Ray cloth/leather  fke1 Carbon Black            

Cross Check cloth/leather  fTGW Polar Beige            

Punch leather  T8FP Carbon Black/Beige            

Gravity leather  t6GW Polar Beige            

Lounge leather  t9e1 Carbon Black            

Lounge leather  T9DT Toffee            

Lounge leather ,  T9IN 

Carbon Black Championship Red
           

MINI Yours Lounge leather   

TYGK Satellite Grey
           

Dinamica/leather Recaro sport seat 

GSE1 Carbon Black
       

Punch leather  T8N2 Rocklike Anthracite for 

MINI Bayswater
 

Lounge leather  T9NX Dark Truffle for

MINI Convertible Highgate
 

Cross Check cloth/leather  FTN1 Rooftop Grey for

MINI Baker Street
 

Lounge leather  T9PK Deep Champagne for

MINI Clubman Bond Street
 

FURTHER FEATURES

Chrome Line Interior            

Shift paddles on the -spoke sports leather 

steering wheel
           

Six-speed Automatic Transmission Steptronic            

Sport button            

Interior Lights Pack            

Rear-view and exterior mirrors with automatic 

anti-dazzle function
           

Headliner in Anthracite        

Rear-view mirror with digital compass        

Storage Compartment Pack            

Wind deflector, MINI Convertible    

Split-folding rear seat bench            

Flat load-compartment floor, MINI Clubman    

TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT. p. 66

On-board computer            

Rain sensor and automatic lights on            

Openometer     

Air conditioning            

Automatic air conditioning            

Heated front windscreen            

Seat heating            

Entertainment and communications. p. 72

Radio MINI CD         

Radio MINI BOOST CD            

Radio MINI Visual BOOST            

MINI navigation system            

MINI Connected            

harman/kardon hi-fi loudspeaker system            

Bluetooth hands-free kit with USB audio interface            

Bluetooth mobile phone preparation with 

USB audio interface
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